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Fig. 1B/C. GAMT blot in B appears to be same image as p21 blot in C. 



Within Fig. 1B, the same b-actin control blot appears to be used in left 
and right panels for two different cell types, with different exposure and 
slight vertical re-sizing 



Within Fig. 1C, the same b-actin control blot appears to be used in left 
and right panels for two different cell types, with different exposure and 
slight vertical re-sizing 



Fig. 3A. Several areas on scatter plots from flow cytometry appear to be the same 



Figs. 3B / 4A. B-actin control blot appears the same, 
flipped horizontally and re-sized vertically 

Same bands also appear in Fig. 5A 

Flip 
horiz’ 

AND right panel of Fig. 5A originates in Fig. 1C, 
flipped horizontally, re-sized vertically 

Flip 
horiz’ 



Figs. 1B/6C b-actin blots appear the same, flipped horizontally 

Flip horiz’, 
Re-size vert’ 
Δ exposure 



Figs. 3A vs. 6D. 
Same bands appear 
to be used for 
completely 
unrelated proteins 



Figs. 3A vs. 6D. 
Same bands apear 
to be used for 
completely 
unrelated proteins, 
with horizontal flip 
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Fig. 1B. Evidence of splicing (arrow). Also note vertical steps in center 
of p21 and p-ser15 p53 blots but not other blots. Suggests b-actin 
loading control and RhoE blots does not originate from the same gel 
as p53, p21 and Parp blots 

Fig. 5B. Evidence of splicing (arrow) in upper 
gel but not lower one.  
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Fig. 1A vs. 5A. Same b-actin loading control blot appears to 
be used for completely unrelated experimental conditions 



Fig. 6A vs. 7A. Elements of the same image re-used 
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Fig. 2B vs. 6A. Same b-actin 
loading control blots appear to be 
used, with one lane erased in 2A 

This band erased in 2A? 

Could be simply repetition of noise in background (e.g. 
from dirt in film cassette or developer), but rest of bands 
are also the same 
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Fig. 4D. Data panels duplicated for DMSO vs. Y-27632 conditions 
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Fig. 2A. Left 2 lanes appear to be spliced in, 
with each panel having vertical seam 

(arrows) 
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Fig. 1A. Last lane spliced in 
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MCB Fig. 1C. CR Fig. 1A 

Same blot image used, but figure legends claim different origins of cells in some 
lanes. Also one lane has been cropped out (blue arrow) 

MCB Fig. 5A CR Fig. 3B 

Same images, completely 
different cell types & treatments 
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MCB Fig. 1A EMBOJ  Fig. 1A 

Same blot image used, with vertical & horizontal re-sizing, 
and elimination of one band in EMBOJ version 
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